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More and more, people are starting to find that tablets make a decent productivity tool. With devices like Microsoft Surface and iPad Pro becoming more popular, you might want to create something similar to your Android device. With a Bluetooth keyboard, it's simple. Here's how to connect it, and everything you can do with it. How to Pair Your Keyboard Set
up a Bluetooth keyboard with Android is very easy. First, you need a Bluetooth keyboard and, of course, an Android device. For this example, I used the Logitech Keys-to-Go keyboard. On Android, turn on Bluetooth if it's not turned on. To turn on Bluetooth, simply go to Settings &gt; Bluetooth and tap the slider button to On. Then, turn on your Bluetooth
keyboard and put it in pairing mode. (It usually goes into pairing mode automatically after you turn it on, although some keyboards may require additional steps—check your manual if you're not sure.) On the Bluetooth screen, your Android device will automatically search for and locate your keyboard. If you're not doing it right for the first time, just turn on the
keyboard again and tap Find Device to try again. If it still doesn't work, make sure you have a fresh battery (or a charged keyboard) and the keyboard isn't paired to another device. If so, you'll need to uninstall it before working with your Android device. When Android finds your keyboard, select the keyboard in the Available Devices section and you should be
prompted to type in a code. If successful, you'll see the device is now Connected and you're ready to go. If you want to test things, try pressing Windows+Esc on your keyboard (or Command+Esc if it's a Mac keyboard), and you'll be taken to the Home screen. How to Use The Keyboard You Probably Know You can use your keyboard to type any email, blog
post, or long-form text you want. But your keyboard can do more than just type. Traditional Windows and Mac users know there are usually keyboard shortcuts for almost anything. So where does Android fall in terms of roast keyboard commands? We would say Android keyboard shortcuts are enough, but not too many. There are definitely established
combos that you can use to get around, but they are unclear and there seems to be no one authority on what they are. However, there are enough keyboard functions on Android to make it a viable option, if only for those times when you need to get things done and the on-screen keyboard won't do it. It is important to remember that Android is, and will likely
always be, a touch-first interface. That said, it did make some concessions to the physical keyboard. In other words, you can get around Android pretty well without having to lift your hands off the key, but you still tap the screen regularly unless you add a mouse. For example, you can wake your device by tapping a button instead of pressing its power button.
If you have a password or PIN, you can type it by but if your device is locked on a slide or pattern, then you must use a touch screen to unlock it. Other things like widgets and app controls and features should also be tapped. You get the idea. Keyboard shortcuts and Navigation As we said, the combo of baked keyboard shortcuts is not always abundant or
clear. One thing you can always do is search. Whenever you want to Google something, start typing from the Home screen and the search screen will automatically open and start showing results. In addition, here's what we can find out: Esc = Back Ctrl+Esc = Alt+Space Menu = Search Page (say OK Google for voice search) Alt+Tab and Alt+Shift+Tab =
Switch Tasks Also, if you have a volume function button designated, it will probably work as well. There are also some special shortcuts that launch applications such as calculators, Gmail, and some others: Windows+C = Windows Contacts+G = Windows Gmail+L = Windows Calendar+P = Play Windows Music+Y = YouTube Overall, this is not a
comprehensive list, and there is no keyboard combo specific to the complete array of Google products. Granted, it's hard to imagine getting a lot of mileage off the keyboard with Maps, but with something like Keep, you can type a long and detailed list on your tablet and then see it on your smartphone when you go shopping. You can also use the arrow keys
to navigate the Home screen shortcuts and open the app drawer. When something on the screen is selected, it will be highlighted. Press Enter to open your selection. Also, if an app has its own set of shortcuts, such as Gmail or Chrome, some—though not many—will work on Android (not YouTube, for example). Also, many universal shortcuts such as Copy
(Ctrl+C), Crop (Ctrl+X), Paste (Ctrl+V), and Select All (Ctrl+A) work in many applications. Create Custom App Shortcuts While custom keyboard shortcuts are actually part of the system back in the Ginger days, which unfortunately no longer happens. Fortunately, there is an app for it (as is the case with everything). It's called External Keyboard Helper
(EKH), and while there's a free demo version, the pay version is only a few dollars. To use it, first open the app and you'll see the main app screen. Don't worry about choosing a custom layout or something like that. You want to go directly to Advanced Settings. From there choose Keyboard Mapping, then App Shortcuts. You can have up to 16 custom app
shortcuts. For this example, let's create a custom shortcut to the Facebook app. First, select A0, and from the list of results, Facebook. You can do this for a number of apps, services, and settings. As you can see now, the Facebook application has now been linked to application-zero (A0): Now, go back to the Advanced Settings page and select Customize
Keyboard. You'll be prompted to create a custom keyboard layout—choose Custom 1. When you choose to create a custom layout, you can do even more with your keyboard. For example, many keyboards have a predetermined function key (Fn), which you can map to your tablet's brightness control, Wi-Fi toggle, and more. A word of advice: apps
automatically remap specific keys when you create a custom layout. This might mess up some existing keyboard combos. If you just want to add some functionality to your keyboard, you can go ahead and remove the default EKH changes and start your custom layout from scratch. To create a new combo, select Add new key mapping. For new shortcuts,
let's assign the Facebook app to open when Alt+F is pressed. To do this, tap the Scancode field and enter the F key on your keyboard—it will appear as 33, as this is the key code letter F. You can also change it later by using the Change key. Now, let's set the Alt key for the A0 application, which was previously set as a Facebook application. In the AltGr
field, enter A0 and then save the custom combo. From now on, as long as you use the custom layout you just created, the Facebook app should launch every time you press Alt+F on your keyboard. Easy peas. External Keyboard Helper extends far beyond simple app shortcuts, and if you're looking for deeper keyboard customization options, you should
definitely check them out. Among other things, EKH also supports dozens of languages, and lets you quickly switch between layouts using keys or combos, adding up to 16 custom text shortcuts, and more. You can save the full version for $1.99 on the Play Store, but you can try the demo version for free. More extensive documentation on how to use the
app is also available. Unlike traditional desktop operating systems, you don't need a physical keyboard and mouse to use the mobile operating system. You can buy iPads, Pixel C, or other Android tablets and never need accessories or other peripherals—they work as intended right out of the box. In theory, you can write essays, books, or anything else just
using a touch-based keyboard on a tablet— but it would be boring and time consumingly absurd. Not recommended. Using a keyboard with Android makes more sense in that situation. You don't even need to add adjustments (although it's great), because there are enough keyboard shortcuts on your Android to make them usable. Plus, when it comes to
entering text as in an editor or terminal application, we fully recommend a large physical keyboard. Bottom line: if you're looking for a way to improve your Android tablet, give the keyboard a chance. Last week, I joined what must be millions of other tech nerds (if my Twitter and Facebook friends are any indication) in getting rid of My 3G* is for android-based
phones. Why on earth would I do such a thing? Isn't the iPhone basically the best smartphone on the market? Increasingly, I'm not sure that's the case. Moreover, it's not just about the overall quality of the phone. The reason I switched their mirrors tightly from Daniel Daniel described in his work in Newsweek. Here's a breakdown of why I jumped ship, and
why I think many previously loyal iPhone users might jump ship, too. First, there's AT&amp;T. I live and work in San Francisco, which is basically ground zero for AT&amp;T services. T ugly. I'm tired of calls being dropped, but I don't talk much on the phone. The bigger problem is having four bars of 3G service, trying to go to the website, and being told that
there is no network connection. I can't count the time I reload a web page or TweetDeck trying to get my phone that seems to be well connected online. My contract with AT&amp;amp; T is over, so this is a good chance to jump ship to Verizon. I don't really care if Verizon 3G isn't as fast as AT&amp;amp; T 3G. A little slower but reliable beat faster and spotty
all the time. (This is, by the way, why phone operators and vendors should cut it with exclusivity deals. When AT&amp;amp; T lost customers, so did Apple. When Apple loses customers, it is most likely that AT&amp;E will Nor does it.) Then we have Apple's app store policy. Apple changed the term in their OS 4 update to the iPhone (coming this summer) to
essentially ban the mid-sized software layer in the creation of iPhone applications. This means devs can't use Adobe's popular Flash-to-iPhone compiler, or products like MonoTouch. 3D Unity machines may or may not be affected. Is it true Apple did this? Maybe, but I don't really care. Apple's official reason is that the mid-sized software layer produces sub-
standard products. The sorry state of iTunes on Windows, which uses CoreFoundation and CoreGraphics, may prove its point. But shouldn't developers and consumers be the ones who decide whether software is bad or not? And if Apple is so worried about the quality of the software, how can so many Apps make it to the App Store in a buggy state that is
barely usable? How can there be so many completely worthless junk apps? Apple's quality concerns proved B.S.Apple also refused to support Flash in its browser. Fair enough. Perhaps the future of web video and interactive entertainment is HTML5, but now web video and interactive entertainment is Flash. Video sites that rely on content protection have
not been able to use HTML5 video, and HTML5 is far from having the tools or penetration necessary to create the equivalent of the hugely popular Flash web game. Google went ahead and showed how well Flash can run on phones - Apple claims they give you the whole web on iPhones and iPads, but Google actually sends it. Which brings me to (Google's
funny name for Android 2.2). I'm very impressed with what Google is doing here. It's very fast, has some great new developer features, Flash 10.1 uncompromising integrated honesty, tethering, and more. Of course, the iPhone OS 4 brings a number of major changes, and it looks like video chat will probably be part of it. But I have to buy a new iPhone, and
that might mean stick with it The only problem is, I have no confidence that Apple will implement video chat with some sort of appropriate standard. I feel like video chat tends to be just an iPhone-to-iPhone, or maybe to a Mac with iChat.In the end, my reason for switching can be summed up thus: I used to feel that, to get the best smartphone software and
hardware experience, I had to stay in Apple's walled garden. Now, the walls are getting higher, and life outside the garden looks better and better. I can get a very good smartphone without some companies saying I can't change the keyboard, or dialer, or voice mail program, or browser. I can get a world-class smartphone without installing AT&amp;T's spotty
network. I'm not sure I agree with those who say Google has jumped Apple in phone development, but I certainly think they're doing a pretty good job. So, last week, I walked into Best Buy and bought the HTC Incredible Droid, and so far I've been more than happy with it. Now if only more game developers would flock to Android as customers seem to have
done. Oh well, I still have my iPad for that (I'll buy someone else's tablet if anyone makes a tablet almost as good as the iPad). Follow Jason Cross on Twitter.* I didn't really get rid of him. I still have it, it's just not my phone. I'll hold on to it as a portable gaming machine, for now. Note: When you buy something after clicking on a link in our article, we may earn
a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Details.
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